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We investigate hamiltonian properties of a class of graphs whose “factor graphs” are trees. 
Some results for regular and vertex-transitive graphs are also proved. 
1. Introduction 
Lovasz [3, p. 2491 conjectured that every connected vertex-transitive graph has 
a hamiltonian path. This conjecture has been verified for graphs of various special 
orders (e.g. see [2]) using a method based on the concept of “factor graphs”. 
An automorphism of a graph G is called (m, p)-homogeneous if it has m orbits 
of cardinality p, where p always denotes a prime, and no other orbit. The graph 
G is then called (m, p)-galactic. The cu-factor graph G/o of G is a homomorphic 
image of G with the vertex set V(a), the set of orbits of (Y. A graph H is a factor 
graph of G if H = Glcu for some (m, p)-homogeneous automorphism (Y of G. A 
vertex-transitive graph of order mp and degree d is (m, p)-galactic whenever (see 
]5, 61) 
m<p or m=pr or dep. (1) 
Therefore the concept of factor graphs may be applied to a fairly large class of 
vertex transitive graphs. (In fact, we know of no vertex-transitive graph without a 
homogeneous automorphism.) 
The strategy for proving that.a vertex-transitive graph G of order mp (m = 4, 5) 
has a hamiltonian path [6, 71 is to consider the possible structure of G relative to 
its factor graph and in each case to show that this structure implies G has a 
hamiltonian path or else the structure is inconsistent with the vertex-transitivity of 
G. Of course, this approach cannot be successfully applied when m > 5 simply 
because there would be too many different cases to consider. In this paper we 
shall generalize some of the techniques introduced in [6, 71 restricting ourselves to 
galactic graphs whose factor graphs are trees. Namely, the methods of [6, 71 
suggest it is more likely that a vertex-transitive graph will fail to have a 
hamiltonian path (cycle) if it does not have a vertex-transitive factor graph. 
(Among the four known non-hamiltonian connected vertex-transitive graphs the 
Petersen graph is the only one with a vertex-transitive factor graph.) 
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We shall assume familiarity with the basic graph theory terminology and with 
notations and definitions of [6, 71. In Section 2 we introduce a couple of new 
concepts needed in order to prove our main result (Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 
2.6) which gives a sufficient condition for a graph, whose factor graph is a tree, to 
have a hamiltonian path. In Section 3 we shall discuss the consequences of this 
result for regular and vertex-transitive graphs of low degree and some special 
orders and pose a couple of open problems. 
2. Main results 
If P = v1v2 - * * v, is an n-path of a graph G we call v1 = o(P), v, = t(P) the 
origin and the terminus of P respectively. We shall sometimes call P a qv,-path 
or a L&V-path or a v,W-path or a Uv,-path if U, W are any sets such that vi E U 
and v, E W. An edge with one endvertex in U and the other in W will be called a 
UW-edge. By U Cl W we denote the set of all UW-edges of G. We let 
P-l = v,v,_1- - - v2vl and if (Y E Aut G we let a(P) = cx(vl) c4v2) - - - a(~,,). 
If Q = ulu2 - - - u, is a path of G such that V(P) fl V(Q) = 0, we let P U Q 
denote the vertex-disjoint union of the graphs P and Q. Moreover, if t(P) is 
adjacent to o(Q) we let PQ denote the path v1v2 - - - v,uIu2 - * * u,. 
Henceforth let p be an odd prime, G be (m, p)-galactic and (Y E Aut G be 
(m, p)-homogeneous. If S is a subset of V(G), then (S) will denote the subgraph 
of G induced by S. It should cause no confusion if for any subgraph F of the 
factor graph G/U we let (F) denote the subgraph of G induced by the union of 
those orbits of (Y which are vertices of F. Let X, Y E T((Y) be distinct. By [X, Y] 
we denote the bipartite graph with the bipartition X, Y and edge set X Cl Y. Then 
[X, Y] is regular of some degree d(X, Y) = d(Y, X) and (X) is regular of some 
degree d(X). In fact, (X) is (1, p)-galactic, that is, a p-circulant and therefore 
either K; or an edge disjoint union of p-cycles. Thus 
d(X) is even and if d(X) 2 2, then (X) is hamiltonian. 
Moreover, by the Lemma of [l] 
(2) 
if d(X) 2 4, then (X) is hamiltonian connected. (3) 
As to the graph [X, Y], it follows by [6, (2), p. 2291 that 
if d(X, Y) L 2, then [X, Y] is hamiltonian. (4) 
To distinguish between paths in G and paths in G/a we shall (often) call an 
n-path in G/cu an orbit-path of length n - 1 and denote it by a captial latin letter 
with a tilde (e.g. P, &, . . .). An elementary good orbit-path is an orbit-path either 
of the form Uw where U, W E V(a) and d( U, W) 3 2 or of the form W where 
W E “lr( a) and d(W) 2 2. The following lemma is straightforward. 
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Lemma 2.1. Let P be an elementary good orbit-path and x, y E o(P) be distinct. 
Then 
(i) (P) is hamiltonian and 
(ii) there exist an xW-path P and a yW-path Q, where W = t(P), such that P 
and Q are vertex-disjoint and P U Q is a spanning subgraph of (P). 
A good orbit-path P is an orbit-path of the form p1pz . - - pn where each fi is an 
elementary good orbit-path and pi is a l-path. 
Proposition 2.2. Zf P is a good orbit-path let X = t(P) and x E X. Then (P) has a 
hamiltonian xX-path. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. If n = 1 the result is immediate by (2). Let 
n>l andlet Q=F1pz* - - &1 have terminus Y. We may assume that ( Q ) has a 
hamiltonian W-path P. There exist vertices u, v E o(F~) adjacent to o(P) and 
t(P) respectively. By Lemma 2.1 there exist (since X = t(p”)) a uX-path Q and a 
uX-path R where Q and R are disjoint and Q + R spans (&). There exists 
T;;cY~ that t(Q) = /3-‘(x). Then /3(Q-‘PR) is a hamiltonian xX-path of 
An orbit-star is a star in G/a. Let 1 s r 6p - 2. An orbit-star with vertices 
(orbits) X, Yi, . . . , Y, of degree 1 and a vertex (orbit) W, called the centre, of 
degree r + 1 is a good orbit-star if d(X) 22, d(X, W) 3 2 and d(x) 24 for 
i=1,2,..., r. In order to prove that a good orbit-star H induces a hamiltonian 
path in (H) we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.3. Let X, W E v(a) where d(X) = 2 and d(X, W) = 2 and let 1 G k < 
p - 1. Then (XW) h as a spanning subgraph which is a vertex-disjoint union of k 
WW-paths. 
Proof. Let us call a WW-path in (XW) alternating if each of its edges is an 
XW-edge. We shall prove the following slightly more general result: 
there exist WW-paths R, S, Q,, Q,, . . . , Qk-r in (XFV) and a 
(k + 1)-path P in (X) such that RPS U Q, U Q, U - - - U Qk_r spans (5) 
(Xl0 
We proceed by induction on k. If k = 1, then (5) follows by [6, Lemma 41. 
Suppose that (5) is true for k = r <p - 1. Let x = t(P) and x’ E X\V(P) be 
adjacent to x. We distinguish three different cases. 
Case 1. If x’ E V(S) then S is of the form Srx’& where Sr, S, are WW-paths. Let 
P’=Px’, R’=R,S’=?&, Qi=.!J1andQj=Qifori=l,...,r-1. 
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Case 2. If x’ E V(R) then R is of the form Rlx’Rz where RI, R2 are WW-paths. 
Let P’=Px’, R’=RZ, S’=RTl, Q:=SandQ,!=Qifori=l ,..., r-l. 
Case 3. If x’ E V(Qi) for some j E (1, . . . , r - 1) then Qi is of the form MjX’Nj 
where Mj and Nj are WW-paths. Let P’ = Px’, R’ = R, S’ = Nj, Q,! = Mj, Q: = S 
and Qi = Qi for i Zj, r. 
In each of these three cases R’, S’, Q;, Q;, . . . , Q: are WW-paths in (XW), 
P’ is an (r +2)-path in (X) and R’P’S’ U Q; U Qb U * . - U Q: spans (XW). Thus 
(5) is true for k = r + 1. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.3. 0 
Proposition 2.4. Let H be a good orbit-star with centre W and let w E W. Then 
(H) has a hamiltonian wW-path. 
Proof. Letx,y, )...) Y, (1~ r <<p - 2) be the vertices of degree 1 in H such 
that d(X, W) 5 2, d(X) 2 2 and d(x) 2 4 for each i. By Lemma 2.3 there exist 
WW-paths Qi (i = 1, 2, . . . , r + 1) such that Q, U Q2 U - - - U Q,,, spans (XW). 
Let i E {1,2, . . . , r}. Since d(x) 2 4 there exists, by (3), a hamiltonian path 4 of 
09 such that o(E) - t(Qi) and 48) - o(Qi+,>* Then P= 
Q,P,QzPz - - . QrPrQr+l is a hamiltonian WW-path of (H). There exists /3 E (mu> 
such that b-‘(w) = o(Qi). Then /3(P) is a hamiltonian wW-path of (H). 0 
An orbit-tree is a tree in G/a. An orbit-tree T is a good orbit-tree if there exists 
an orbit-path X,X, . . * X,, in T and an expression for V(T) \ {X,, X,, . . . , X,} in 
the form lJkeK “v; where 
(i) K is a subset of (1, 2, . . . , n}, 
(ii) ( “Y;, U {Xk] > is a good orbit-path with terminus X, or a good orbit-star 
with centre X,, 
(iii) X,+,X,+, * * . X,-i can be written in the form p1pz * - * p,. where each 4 is 
an elementary good orbit-path, for each pair k, h of successive lements of 
KU{O,n+l}suchthath>k+2. 
For example, using the “picture notation” of [6, p. 2301, any tree of the form in 
Fig. 1 is a good orbit-tree. 
Theorem 2.5. Let T be a good orbit-tree and X,X, - * . X, a good orbit-path such 
that the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) above are satisfied. Then (T) has a 
hamiltonian x,X,-path. 
Proof. We can express the path X,X, . * * X,, in the form Q’Q* . . . or where each 
Qi is an orbit-path of length 1 or 2 and for each k E K, the path of length 1 with 
sole term X, is one of Ql, Q2, . . . , 0’ and each remaining Qi is an elementary 
good orbit-path. Let z be ( Vk) if Qi has sole term X, for some k E K and be 
( Qi) otherwise. We shall recursively define vertices y,, . . . , yr and hamiltonian 
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Fig. 1. 
paths P’, . . . , P’ in T,, . . . , T, with origins yl, . . . , y, respectively such that the 
terminus of Pi is adjacent to yi+l for each i E {1,2, . . . , r - 1). Suppose that 
1s s < r and that yi, Pi have been defined for each positive integer i < s in such a 
way that, for each i <s, the terminus of Pi belongs to the terminus of @. Ifs = 1, 
let y1 = xi. For each positive integer s < r, T, is either (Xi) or (XjXj+i) or ( s/;.) 
for some i and ifs > 1, then T,_, has a terminus Wj-1 E X,_,: Let y, E N(Wj_l) tl Xj 
ifs > 1. If T, = (X,), let P” be a hamiltonian path in T, with origin ys (which exists 
by (1)). If T, = (XjXj+i) let P” be a hamiltonian ysXj+i-path in T, (which exists by 
(3)). If T,= (“y;.) is a good orbit-path with terminus Xi, let P” be a hamiltonian 
y,X,-path in T, (which exists by Proposition 2.2). If T, = (Y;.) is a good orbit-star 
with centre Xi, then let P” be a hamiltonian y,Xj-path (which exists 
Proposition 2.4). It follows that P'P' . . * P’ is a hamiltonian x,X,-path 
(T). 0 
by 
of 
CoroIIary 2.6. If G/cu is a good orbit-tree, then G has a hamiltonian path. 
3. Regular and vertex-transitive graphs 
We shall now turn our attention to regular and vertex-transitive galactic graphs. 
‘Ihe results proved in Section 2 have a few straightforward consequences for these 
graphs. Henceforth let G be an r-regular graph and (Y E Aut G be (m, p)- 
homogeneous where p > 2. 
Proposition 3.1. Let m - Z 7, r even and G/a be a tree. Then G has a hamiltonian 
path. 
Proof. Checking all the trees of order at most 7 (see [4], p. 233) and using the 
fact that r is even one easily deduces that G/cu is a good orbit-tree and so by 
Corollary 2.6, G has a hamiltonian path. 0 
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Since by (1) every vertex-transitive graph of order 7p, p 2 7, is (7, p)-galactic 
we have the following result. 
Corollary 3.2. Let p * 7, G be a vertex-transitive graph of order 7p and the factor 
graph of G relative to a (7, p)-homogeneous automorphism be a tree. Then G has 
a hamiltonian path. 
Proposition 3.3. Zf G/cu is a path, then G has a hamiltonian path. 
Proof. Let G/cu =X,X, - - - X,, be an n-path. By regularity, d(X,) and d(X,J are 
both at least 2. Suppose that the degree d of G is even. Then d(Xi, X,+J is even 
for each i and thus d(Xj, X,+l) 5 2 for eaach i. Hence G/a is a good orbit-path. If 
d is odd, then n is even and d(Xi, X,+1) is odd for i odd and even for i even. 
Hence G/cr is a good orbit-path. By Proposition 2.2, G has a hamiltonian 
path. El 
Proposition 3.4. Let r E (2, 4) and G/a be a tree. Then G has a hamiltonian path. 
Proof. We shall prove that the factor graph G/N is a path. We proceed by 
induction on m. Let X E s/“(a) have degree 1 in G/a and Y be its neighbour in 
G/U. If y(a) = {X, Y}, we are done. So assume that V((Y) # {X, Y}. Then 
d(X) = 2, d(X, Y) = 2 and d(Y) = 0. Let y E Y. Define a new graph H with vertex 
set V(G)\X and edge set E(G) U [d(y), d’+‘(y)]:i E Z,}\XOX. It is easy to 
see that the restriction /3 of (Y to V(G)\X is an (m - 1, p)-homogeneous 
automorphism of H. By induction hypothesis we may assume that H//3 is a path 
and thus G/a: is a path. By Proposition 3.3, G has a hamiltonian path. Cl 
There are two problems that we wish to mention. The first one is a possible 
generalisation of Proposition 3.4 to the case when r is any even number. 
Problem 3.5. Let r be even and G/LY be a tree. Does G have a hamiltonian path? 
The second problem regarding cubic vertex-transitive graphs was suggested by 
B. Alspach. In view of (1) the concept of factor graphs applies to cubic 
vertex-transitive graphs of order divisible by p 3 5. The Petersen graph and the 
Coxeter graph [3, p. 2411 are cubic, vertex-transitive, nonhamiltonian and have 
factor graphs Pz and K1,3 respectively. (Factor graphs of the two nonhamiltonian 
vertex-transitive graphs obtained from the Petersen graph and the Coxeter graph 
by replacing each vertex by a triangle are not trees.) Getting some information 
about the structure of cubic vertex-transitive graphs whose factor graphs are trees 
(in particular trees with no vertex of degree 2) would be worthwhile. Possibly 
these graphs will provide further examples of nonhamiltonian vertex-transitive 
graphs. 
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Problem 3.6. Are there infinitely many cubic vertex-transitive graphs whose 
factor graphs are trees? 
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